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The Interstellar Medium (ISM)

• ISM plays a central rôle in the 
processes of  star formation and 
galaxy evolution

• Stars form from the ISM in dense 
molecular clouds

• gradual or catastrophic mass loss 
from stars enriches the ISM in 
heavy elements → composition, 
distribution, physical state of  ISM 
change as galaxy evolves

2MASS
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Discovery of the ISM

• existence of  matter between the stars first proposed by Wilhelm Struve 1847 
(star counts)

• first detection of  diffuse matter in interstellar space by Johannes Hartmann 
1904 (absorption lines in spectrum of  δ Ori)

• reddening discovered by Trumpler (1930)

Hartmann 1904, ApJ, 19, 268
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ISM: The Changing Picture

• two stable gas phases in thermal pressure equilibrium:

• cold MCs (n ≈ 100 cm-3, T ≈ 10 K), comprised of  neutral and 
molecular hydrogen, embedded in

• warm, diffuse, partly ionised intercloud component (n ≈ 0.1 cm-3, 
T ≈ 104 K)

• star formation would eventually heat and disperse massive clouds

• third phase: very hot (T ≈ 106 K) gas shock-heated by supernovae

•
• complex kinematic and spatial structure

• ISM: turbulent, far from hydrostatic equilibrium

• gas dynamics dominated by kinetic turbulent pressure, not thermal 
pressure

classical picture:

modern view:
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Phases of the ISM

• ISM dominated by H → classification follows state of  H

• ionised atomic hydrogen      HII (H+)

• neutral atomic hydrogen      HI (H)

• molecular hydrogen             H2

• dust

• these phases consist to almost 100% of  corresponding 
component, transition regions thin

• most of  volume of  ISM in Galactic discs in HI and HII regions 
of  low density

• H2 in cold dense clouds often associated with (surrounded by) 
HI/HII

• important contribution from dust
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Chemical Composition of ISM

Element number cosmic abundance abundance in ISM depletion factor

H 1 1 000 000 1 000 000 1
D 1 16

He 2 68 000 68 000 1
C 6 420 250 0.5
N 7 90 80 1
O 8 700 500 0.9
Ne 10 100 100 1
Na 11 2 0.06 - 2 0.03 - 1
Mg 12 40 20 0.5
Al 13 3 0.03 - 0.21 0.01 - 0.07
Si 14 38
S 16 20

Ca 20 2 0.0002 - 0.08 0.0001 - 0.04
Fe 26 34
Ni 28 2

• hydrogen by far the most abundant element (>90% in number)

• abundance differences between ISM and cosmic mean value stem from 
depletion of  element from the gas phase onto dust grains.
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Life Cycle of ISM
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Molecular Clouds (MCs)

• cold interstellar gas, most of  atoms bound as molecules

• significant contribution of  dust (~1%)

• 125 different molecules discovered:
• H2 (>99,99%), CO, H2O, NH3, H2S, HCN,...

• organic molecules: H2CO, HCOOH, CH3OH,...

• also pretty complex molecules not present on Earth, e.g. HC11N

• molecules can only form and survive inside dense clouds 
(protection from dissociating UV radiation from massive 
stars)
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Molecular Clouds

(Mac Low & Klessen 2004)
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Formation of Molecules

• due to low temperatures in MCs, H2 cannot form by direct collision 
and binding of  two H atoms, since excess energy cannot be 
radiated away

• H2 molecules form when H atoms attach to surface of  dust grains: 
atoms migrate on surface of  dust grain, bind together to form a 
molecule

• in absence of  dust: H- + H → H2 + e-

• molecules frequently collide with dust grains, heated by the energy, 
reemitted in IR → since MCs are relatively transparent in IR, 
energy efficiently radiated away → dust acts as temperature 
regulator
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GMCs in the Milky Way

• GMCs strongly concentrated in the Galactic plane and towards 
Galactic centre (similar in other galaxies)

• cold molecular gas: scale height ~100 pc

CO Survey of  Milky Way (Dame et al. 2001)
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Molecular Cloud Structure

• complex clumpy, filamentary structure on all scales

• column density maps: fractal structure (➚Lecture IV)

• self-similar structure extends to largest scales

20 pc 1 pc 0.1 pc

(Bensch et al. 2001)
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Molecular Cloud Kinematics

• supersonic velocity dispersion

• velocity structure self-similar to largest scales

• cloud temperatures ~10K, → isothermal sound speeds ~0.2 km/s

•
• line widths much broader than thermal, corresponding to random 

motions of  order 1-10 km/s, 5 ≤ M ≤ 50

• strong shocks produced, which quickly dissipate kinetic energy

• Larson (1981):                                   with α ≈ -1 and β ≈ 0.5

• velocity law appears to result from turbulence

ρ ∝ Rα;σ ∝ Rβ

(cs = (kT/m)
1
2 )
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The Turbulent ISM in Galaxies

• most spiral galaxies:    
σ ≈ 10 km/s

• σ in galactic discs 
generally decreases 
from ~12-15 km/s in 
inner regions to ~4-6 
km/s in outer parts

• self-regulated SF 
regions: independent of 
SFR, increases in 
starburst galaxies

(Dib 2006)
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Molecular Cloud Lifetimes

• in classical picture: MC lifetimes >107 yrs

• now evidence that star formation takes place on relatively short 
time scales

• most MCs in solar neighbourhood contain young stars with ages 
between 1 and 3 Myr, low age spread

• → MCs generally form rapidly, produce stars rapidly, and disperse 
quickly within few Myrs

• interstellar turbulence driven on scales larger than the clouds: large-
scale turbulent flows compress and cool the gas; same flows will 
continue to drive clouds

• combination of  turbulent flow, expansion of  cloud and dissociating 
radiation from stars will destroy cloud on timescale of  5 to 10 Myr
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The Rôle of Turbulence in MCs

• creates complex density and velocity structure

• counterbalances gravity on global scales

• produces strong density fluctuations → local collapse

• may dissolve transient cores

• allows angular momentum to be transported at 
much higher rates than allowed by viscous nature of 
fluid

• permits rapid accretion in protostellar discs

• creates (and destroys?) molecular clouds?
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Why Turbulence?

According to an apocryphal story, Werner Heisenberg was 
asked what he would ask God, given the opportunity. His 
reply was: “When I meet God, I am going to ask him two 
questions: Why relativity? And why turbulence? I really 
believe he will have an answer for the first.”
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What Is Turbulence?

• nonlinear state of  fluid motions characterised by random and 
chaotic motions at many scales

• number of  degrees of  freedom too large to treat as chaotic, too 
small to treat in a statistical mechanical sense

• deterministic and unpredictable

• not reducible to a low-dimensional system → not properties of 
classical chaotic dynamical systems

• no consistent theory for turbulence

• averages, statistical description
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Incompressible Turbulence

• characteristic of  most terrestrial applications

• rms velocities subsonic, density remains almost constant

• dissipation of  energy primarily in smallest vortices, where 
dynamical scale l shorter than length on which viscosity acts lvisc

• first theoretical description by Kolmogorov (1941)
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Reynolds Number

Re =
ρuL

µ
=

uL

ν
=

inertial forces
viscous forces

u ... mean fluid velocity
L ... characteristic length
µ ... absolute dynamic fluid viscosity
ν ... kinematic fluid viscosity, ν = µ/ρ
ρ ... fluid density

transition between laminar and turbulent flow often indicated by 
Recrit (depending on exact configuration, has to be determined 
experimentally, typically Recrit ≈ 1000 ... 3000
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Kolmogorov-Obukhov Cascade

• energy injected on large scales, 
dissipated at small scales

• energy transfered only between 
neighbouring scales

• Re high enough for separation of  scales 
between driving and dissipation

• energy input balances energy dissipation

• → energy transfer rate E constant at all 
scales → spectrum depends on k and E

• density does not enter 
(incompressibility!)

log E

k -5/3

L-1 ηK
-1

transfer

k =
2π

λ

E(k) ∝ E 2
3 k− 5

3
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Interstellar Turbulence

• gas flows in ISM differ strongly from classical picture (incompressible 
turbulence) in several ways:

• highly compressible, supersonic, M ~ 1... 50, Re ~ 106 ... 109

• equation of  state of  gas very sensitive to radiative cooling, pressure 
P ∝ργ with 0.4 < γ(ρ, T) < 1.2

• driving not uniform, rather from shock waves and other 
inhomogeneous processes

• creating sheet-like structures rather than vortices/eddies

• supersonic flows in highly compressible gas → strong density 
perturbations

• shock waves: additional possibility for dissipation; can transfer energy 
between widely separated scales (unlike local nature of  turbulent 
cascade)
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Decay of Turbulence

• Under molecular cloud conditions, supersonic turbulence likely 
decays in less than one free-fall time, regardless of  the presence of  a 
magnetic field

• decay more slowly, if  order of  magnitude imbalances in motions in 
opposite directions (unlikely in MCs)

• but: observed ubiquitously in molecular clouds of  all ages

• support against gravity and maintenance of  observed motions require 
continued driving of  turbulence

• driving neither uniform nor homogeneous

• energy source not clear, likely supernovae
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Decaying Turbulence

• hydrodynamic simulations of 
decaying turbulence (Mac Low 
1999)

• driving wave-number decreases 
over time

• typical size scales increase with 
time 
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Decaying Turbulence

• MHD case more complex

• different appearance in slices 
perpendicular/parallel to 
initial B field

• length scale increase in 
structure along the field, but 
not across the field

(Mac Low 1999)
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Driven Turbulence

(Mac Low 1999)

• hydrodynamic models

• appearance of  driven turbulence 
with different characteristic size 
scales and driving energy input
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Simulating Turbulence
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contour sections of  a snapshot of  forced turbulent flow (computed 
on a grid of  4323 cells)

velocity total energy
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Simulating Turbulence
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density field of  driven-turbulence MHD numerical simulations
M = 10, Δt = 4 ⋅104 yrs
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Driving Mechanisms

• Support against gravity and maintenance of  observed 
motions appear to depend on continued driving of 
turbulence.

• What is the energy source?

• magnetorotational instabilities

• gravitational instabilities

• protostellar outflows

• massive stars
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Magnetorotational Instability

• possible energy source for interstellar turbulence: shear 
from galactic rotation

• magnetorotational instability could couple scales (large 
scales of  galactic rotation to smaller scales) efficiently

• might play an important rôle in low-density regions of  the 
ISM like the far outer Galaxy, otherwise energy input 
probably to small 
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Gravitational Instabilities

• motions coming from gravitational collapse  suggested as local 
driving mechanism in molecular clouds

• too quick decay of  turbulence

• on galactic scale: spiracle structure can drive turbulence in gas 
discs: shocks form in gas flowing through spiral arms formed by 
gravitational instabilities

• interstellar turbulence observed in irregular galaxies without spiral 
arms and in outer regions of  spiral galaxies beyond the arms → 
cannot be the only mechanism driving turbulence
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Protostellar Outflows

• protostellar jets and outflows energetic sources in molecular 
clouds

• amount of  energy transferred to the turbulence much smaller 
than total energy output (radiative cooling at wind termination 
shock)

• deposit most of  their energy into low-density gas

• observed motions of  molecular cloud gas: increasing power on all 
scales up and beyond largest scale of  MC complexes → how can 
they be driven by sources inside the clouds?
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Massive Stars (1)

• stellar winds

• only most massive stars contribute substantial energy from 
stellar winds

• ionising radiation from OB stars

• ionises diffuse interstellar gas, heating, adding energy to it. 
When cooling, contracts due to thermal instabilities, driving 
turbulent flows

• driving supersonic expansion of  HII regions

• nearly all of  energy in ionising radiation goes toward 
maintaining the ionisation and temperature of  diffuse 
medium, hardly any towards turbulence
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Massive Stars (2)

• Supernovae

• largest contribution from massive stars to interstellar turbulence

• appear to be powerful enough to maintain turbulence even with 
high dissipation rates

• provide large-scale self-regulation mechanism for star formation 
in discs with sufficient gas density to collapse

• as star formation increases → number of  OB stars increases → 
SN rate increases → turbulent velocity dispersion increases → 
further star formation restrained 
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Summary

• ISM: complex turbulent kinematic and spatial structure, 
molecular clouds the ‘tip of  the iceberg’

• ISM: dominated by supersonic, compressible (and 
magnetised) turbulence (different from terrestrial 
applications), driven on large scales, M ~ 5 ... 50

• Molecular clouds: transient objects with lifetimes of  a few 
Myr 

• most important energy source of  turbulent driving: 
supernovae?

• star formation takes place in dense cores of  turbulent 
molecular clouds  (➚Lecture II)
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